
TOOLS REQUIRED:
6mm hex key

PROCEDURE:
1. These mirrors may be used for right- or left-hand
installations by simply removing the mirror head from one
side of the stem and reinstalling it on the opposite side. We
suggest using a thread-locking agent on the mirror head
threads to avoid possible rotation.

2. To attach mirror with stem to motorcycle, simply select
one of the three socket bolts provided. Slide one of the
inside star washers on the bolt and place the second star
washer between the bottom of the mirror stem and the
housing to which the mirror is being mounted. This will help
eliminate rotation of the mirror. Position mirror and tighten
mounting bolt securely. Note: Thread locking agent may also
be used on this bolt if desired.

3. If mirror head loosens up slightly, simply snug up the two
screws in the back of the mirror. Do not overtighten.

ATTENTION INSTALLER: (if other than owner):
Please forward this instruction sheet to the purchaser of
this product.  These instructions contain valuable
information necessary to the end user.

INTRODUCTION: These instructions describe the 
procedure for properly installing D.S. -Ness Mirrors.

Review instructions carefully before beginning, as they
contain important information. Please retain for 
future reference.

Particularly important information is distinguished in 
these instructions by the following notations:

NOTE: A NOTE provides key information to make 
procedures easier or clearer.

CAUTION:  (shaded) A CAUTION indicates special
procedures that must be followed to avoid damage to the
motorcycle and/or accessories.

WARNING: (boxed and shaded) A WARNING indicates
special procedures that must be followed to avoid injury to a
motorcycle operator or person inspecting or repairing 
the motorcycle.
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D.S.-NESS MIRRORS 
P/N’S DS-302150, DS-302152, DS-302154, 

DS-302155, DS-302156, DS-302161 & DS-302162

4. Textured or recessed areas may be painted to match bike’s
color if desired.

NOTE: Replacement mirror glass is available for the 
following mirrors:
DS-302150 & 52 (Stealth Mirrors) use DS-302151 
mirror glass.
DS-302154, 55 & 56 (D.S.-Ness Round Mirrors) use 
DS-302157 mirror glass.
DS-302161 & 62 (Blue Sapphire Stealth Mirrors) use 
DS-302164 mirror glass.
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